
BEIRUT AS ART
BENEATH THE CHAOS, YOU WILL UNCOVER HIDDEN TREASURE



PITCH LETTER

Hello, I’m Ghina Fahs, a 21 year-old Media and Communications student at the American 

University of Beirut. I intend to go around the some of the main areas in Beirut and find the 

most charming little shops that are hidden in the depths of the city populated streets. Locations 

will range from Hamra, Bliss and Mar Mikhael. I intend to give people a glimpse of some of 

Lebanon’s best local gems which might have otherwise been easily missed. I’m a big believer in 

supporting small local businesses instead of bigger international franchises and so I hope that my 

photo story can encourage people to visit these places and remind them of the beauty and the 

art hidden in vintage and chaotic Beirut city. Although the list would actually be endless, my 

photo essay will consist of a select few which I think are the most special.



HAMRA



DEEP MUSIC
ONE OF BEIRUT’S LAST STANDING CASSETTE SHOPS



• This little vintage gem has been standing strong for 27 years, all through the rise, peak 
and fall of the compact cassette industry in Lebanon.



The owner, Sabah, took over her husband’s shop after 
he passed away 5 years ago, she is a big fan of 

Fairuz and still listens to her cassettes every morning.



Sabah and I instantly clicked, as I too am a lover of old technology - I 
ended up buying a Abel Halim Hafez cassette to keep as a souvenir.



Nostalgic infrastructure. Sabah expressed her sadness over the dying cassette era, and explained 
her frustration with the digital age. However, she is hopeful that it will some day be revived.



HAMRA VINTAGE
“OLD CURIOSITY SHOP” - ENDLESS ANTIQUES



• Anything and everything can be 
found in this vintage antique 
shop, old typewriters, film 
cameras, books, lamps, jewellery, 
handbags, cassettes… The 
abundance of vintage antiques 
was almost overwhelming. As I 
looked through the crowded 
shelves and piles of aging 
antiques, I couldn’t stand still, 
The Beach Boys’ “Good 
vibrations” had me smiling from 
ear to ear. I almost forgot what 
year it was.





Every corner of this store is occupied, everywhere you look, 
something will catch your eye.



BLISS



CHICO
EVERYONE’S FAVOURITE RECORD STORE



The owner of Chico was very welcoming and was instantly interested in my request to take 
photos.  The store is packed with tons of vinyls and DVDs, however, it somehow maintains a 
simple and minimal ambience and atmosphere. 





At Chico you will find record players, tons of vinyls, endless movies, and more 
- It has been around for quite some time now and has gained popularity among 

Beirut youngsters who are interested in the revival of vinyl records 



As I was taking pictures of the shop, the owner silently walked up to me, held my shoulders 
and walked me over to a narrow pathway that led to an incredibly small DVD section. Still not 
saying a word, he looked at me, smiled and pointed upwards. I looked up and I was in awe. 
The DVDs were stacked so high, it was mesmerising. This is the view from the bottom.



The ceiling was quite high. The first thing the owner said to me after showing me this 
area was; “If you’ve got a strong heart, climb up with your camera and take some 
shots.” And without hesitation I made my way up. This is the view from the top.



MOUAWAD ARTISANS
HANDMADE WITH LOVE



“I’ve been here since before my hair turned grey” Said Elias, the owner of Mouawad Artisans. Elias 
was patient and kind, and when we had a little chat, he expressed his sadness about the decline in 
the success of small local businesses. “Everyone has their malls now. People are machines, there’s 
no more joy and emotions. No-one wants to just talk.”





Elias designs and hand-makes the brass pieces himself in a small back-room. The 
entire shop is covered in silver and gold brass, even the floor!



MAR MIKHAEL



THE FOOD DEALER
THE EATERY YOU NEVER KNEW YOU ALWAYS NEEDED



• The Food Dealer has it all, whether 
you’re looking for breakfast, coffee, 
special home cooked buffets, a quiet 
work place, or some booz, this spot 
had me grinning from ear to ear.



My friends and I accidentally found The Food Dealer and decided to try 
it out for lunch, we instantly fell in love. The atmosphere will have you 
feeling Beirut in your bones.



–UNKNOWN

“When you buy from a small business, an actual 
person does a little happy dance.”
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